Ford mustang 2003

As one of America's best-known sports cars, the Ford Mustang brings power to the people.
From its introduction in , the Mustang has provided RWD thrills and available V-8 muscle at
relatively affordable prices. When the current generation arrived in , an independent rear
suspension allowed it to become more refined and capable. As always, it's available as a coupe
or convertible, with high-performance Shelby variants at the top of the lineup. Recently the
Mustang title was controversially applied to Ford's first electric performance vehicle, the
Mustang Mach-E. Head here for more info. Whether you're a sports car rookie or a track day
veteran, there's a Mustang for everyone. Let's address its flaws first. Ride quality isn't great, and
body control needs work. Handling is only decent on more entry-level models, and convertibles
can feel a bit floppy. Even so, the excellent engine choices counter those gripes to a certain
extent. Even the entry-level turbo-four, once an unthinkable layout for a pony car, delivers
excitement with its rev-happy attitude. In a comparison against the Toyota Supra 2. The
naturally aspirated V-8, an increasingly rare engine format, has gobs of power and a vicious
roar. Then there's the GT's incredible supercharged V-8 , which transforms the humble Mustang
into a legitimate supercar. It even managed a second-place finish at Best Driver's Car. The
Mustang carries on the legacy of its iconic forebears. Even though the terrific GT appears to be
gone for , the recently introduced Mach 1 looks like it'll be lots of fun, just like any other
Mustang. The entry-level engine is a 2. With the High Performance package, the car should
sprint to 60 in under 5. The "Coyote" 5. We tested an automatic Mustang GT convertible's mph
acceleration at 4. The GT gets a model-specific drivetrain. It's a supercharged 5. Our testing
recorded a 3. From the IIHS, it gets Good scores, the highest, in all but one crashworthiness test
the small overlap front test on the driver's side, where it earned an Acceptable rating. For ,
Mustangs equipped with a 2. These include lane keep assist, blind-spot monitoring, forward
collision warning with automatic emergency braking, automatic high beams, and rain-sensing
windshield wipers. Adaptive cruise control remains an optional extra. The Mustang coupe's
trunk has In the Mustang convertible, it's reduced to Front-row headroom measures Front
legroom is better in the Mustang, though, at It's snug in the back of either car. Second-row
headroom is Second-row legroom is Entry-level Mustangs are equipped with a tiny 4. The Sync
3 system, optional on entry-level models and included on Premium trims, adds an 8. But some
models have a choppy ride and it only earns an average value rating. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Other years: MotorTrend Score 8. Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price
depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an
approximation. See All Specs. Fun turbo-four model Supercar-fast GT Cool digital gauge
display. Tiny base-trim infotainment display Lacks handling finesse Decent interior quality.
Expand All What's New. Turbo-four and 5. Track-oriented Mach 1 nameplate revived GT Carbon
Fiber Handling package combines carbon-fiber wheels, adjustable suspension strut top mounts,
an oil catch can, and aerodynamic enhancements New paint color choices. Cargo Space and
Interior Room. Scores can only be compared to other cars in the same class. Performance of
Intended Function: How does a car drive? Does it have enough space for passengers and their
stuff? Fuel Economy. Does the car offer impressive tech for its segment? How well does it
work? Are there any innovative design details? How well will this car hold its value over time?
Will it be expensive to maintain, insure, or repair? IntelliChoice data and research inform this
score. All Model Years For more than 55 years, the Mustang has built a reputation for stirring
performance at prices that the average shopper could afford. Sure, there have been countless
improvements along the way, but the tried-and-true formula of two doors, lots of power and
rear-wheel drive remains. There are a few changes for the Ford Mustang. The Bullitt edition is
gone, but in return Ford has brought back another historically inspired version: the Mach 1.
This revived Mach 1 represents a more track-focused and slightly more powerful Mustang,
taking many cues from the otherworldly Shelby GT It's sure to capture the hearts of muscle car
fanatics, just as the Bullitt did. Also new this year is the inclusion of a complete suite of
advanced safety features for all models. How does it do that? Check out our Expert Rating
below to read our in-depth evaluation. Want more real-world information? Check out our
long-term test of a Mustang GT Convertible where we cover the ownership experience over the
course of a year. Many of our observations still apply to the current Mustang, whether it's a
drop-top or coupe. The standard body style is a two-door coupe. A folding fabric-top convertible
version is also offered in all but the Mach 1 trim. Convertibles add more security features and
active noise cancellation, but the rear seatbacks are not foldable. There's also the Shelby GT
that's such a giant leap forward in performance that we cover it in a separate review. A
six-speed manual transmission is standard, and a speed automatic is available as an option.
Feature highlights include:. EcoBoost Premium Adds many convenience, technology and
comfort features, such as:. GT The GT trim receives a 5. A six-speed manual is standard, and a
speed automatic is optional. The GT has the same features as the standard EcoBoost trim and

further adds:. Mach 1 The new Mach 1 model increases power output to hp. Compared to the
base GT, you get:. Some extra features that come with the Premium trims, such as the 8-inch
touchscreen, are available on the base EcoBoost and GT trims as options. Other significant
optional upgrades include:. I love my mustang. Coming from many cars in the past. Not only
was my experience purchasing it a breeze but also the driving itself is amazing. Write a review.
See all 1 reviews. Even though it uses the engine from the Focus RS and the brakes from a V8
Mustang, the Ford Mustang EcoBoost with the new High Performance pack is much more than
just a performance parts bin mashup. Best Mustang ever. Now, I'm with this Ford Mustang. And
while it has MagneRide suspension, a big brake kit, and summer high performance tires it's
missing a few things, like cylinders. Welcome to the Ford Mustang EcoBoost with the high
performance package. Well, I should note that this particular car has the optimal handling
package on top of the high performance package, so you get these wheels, which are specific to
the handling package. You also get these Pirelli P Zero course of four tires, which are unique to
just this car, and we'll talk more about this later. But behind these wheels is a big brake kit, and
these brakes are straight off of a V8 GT. And they had to put these on the car because the level
of performance is so much higher and so is the top speed. It's now miles an hour, so the brakes
are important on this car. Because it has these brakes, they re-profiled the front of the car and
the belly pan, that's also off of a GT, to allow for brake cooling at both high and low speeds. And
they also added that front splitter on the front of it. Hopefully that works too. Rumor has it that
they had an old Focus hanging around the proving grounds. One night they asked themselves,
will that engine fit in this car? They tried it and it fit. So they went to Valencia, Spain where they
make the RS engines, asked them if they could make one, and they made it. It fits. Makes
horsepower, which is less than what the Focus RS made, but that's largely because the engine
is longitudinally mounted in this car, so that means they didn't have as much room for the
intercooler in front of it. Also that horsepower figure, is quoted on 93 octane gas. We don't get
that in California. This engine actually runs a larger turbocharger, 63 millimeter twin scroll, that
was designed and engineered in-house by some guy at Ford. Carl Widmann, the chief engineer
for Mustang, asked the guy hey, do you have any free time left over to work on this? The guy
went, yeah. Do you have any like Mustang swag I could have in return? Seriously, that's how
they design the turbo. I really hope that story is true. That's a broader torque range than what
was available in the Focus RS, but it suits the character of the Mustang pretty well. It also works
really well in the speed automatic. We had a chance to sample that car earlier and I was very
surprised. You don't lose anything driving the automatic, but I kind of prefer the manual. Ford's
claiming that 0 to 60 time, with the automatic, should be in the mid to upper four second range.
Think about that for a second-- mid to upper four seconds for a four cylinder Mustang. I should
mention these Recaro seats. These are fantastic. They're comfortable, hold you well, they
breathe well. No complaints. If you can get these seats, get these seats. By not having that V8 in
the nose, there's actually pounds less weight in the front of the car, and that might not seem
like a lot, but you notice it immediately. The car turns in with an eagerness that's really similar
to the GT That's amazing. Also part of the handling package are Pirelli P Zero course of fours,
which are unique to this car. But those tires provide a great balance of grip and fun and they're
very predictable. I can tell where the limits are all the time and that's just great on a road like
this. They say all good roads are bad roads and this central California road is no exception. I
think it's gotten worse since the last time I was here. But it serves to highlight how stiff this car
suspension is, but it also highlights how good the MagneRide shocks are. There's very little
compression, not a lot of body movement, and the tires are always planted on the ground,
which is what you want in this road. Another part of the handling pack is a Torsen limited slip. It
gives you good acceleration but also gives you excellent traction coming in and out of corners.
They've retooled the MagneRide they've re-tuned the stability control and the ABM system to
allow you to trail brake the car. It'll actually rotate just the tiniest bit going into corners and it's a
lot of fun. It's something you wouldn't expect that a car this size. With this car's broad power
band, excellent traction, quick front end, really good brakes, Ford has essentially built a
momentum Mustang. Who would've thought that was possible? Thanks for watching and stay
tuned because we have a lot more coming your way. Hit subscribe and be sure to check us out
on Facebook and Instagram. And head over to edmunds. The Chevy Camaro is the Mustang's
most direct rival. They're the automotive equivalent of the Hatfield-McCoy feud, with shots
being traded with each model year. The Mustang remains our favorite muscle car by a slim
margin since price and performance are in lockstep. One of the main Camaro drawbacks is poor
outward visibility. The Dodge Challenger is a bigger muscle car than the Mustang or Camaro. As
a result, it benefits from more passenger space and a larger trunk. The Challenger, however, is
not available as a convertible. Just like the Ford and Chevy, there are plenty of models, from
affordable with potent performance to expensive with absurd levels of power. The same holds

true of the Dodge Charger, which is essentially a sedan version. The Kia Stinger could be an
intriguing alternative to the traditional muscle car. It's a sedan instead of a coupe, but it delivers
many of the same thrills as a midtier Mustang or Camaro. The extra doors add plenty of
convenience and space, plus the cargo capacity is much larger. Read Edmunds' long-term road
test of the Kia Stinger. Available styles include EcoBoost 2dr Coupe 2. Consumer ratings and
reviews are also available for the Ford Mustang and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users
rate the Mustang 5. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated
consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our
database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior
design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a
comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Mustang. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Ford Mustang and all model years in our
database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Mustang
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Ford Mustang. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Ford Ford
Mustang. Photos Select year - New - New. Select a type Coupe Mach 1 Convertible. Other years.
Pros Strong power from both the four-cylinder and V8 engines Civilized ride and low noise
levels Cabin blends modern convenience with retro style Cons Impractical back seat
Performance-package ride quality can be harsh Long, heavy doors and mediocre cabin access
What's new horsepower, track-focused Mach 1 is available EcoBoost and GT models come
standard with Ford's Co-Pilot suite of driver aids Bullitt model has been discontinued
Previously optional Level 2 Performance package has been discontinued Part of the sixth
Mustang generation introduced for What's it like to live with? It also makes the appropriate nods
to the Mustang's heritage while staying current with the latest technology features. Among
today's muscle cars, the Mustang is hard to beat. The Mustang GT is impressively quick thanks
to its gutsy V8. The brakes are also fittingly firm, giving you plenty of confidence to brake hard.
In Edmunds' testing, the GT covered mph in 4. The steering effort changes depending on the
drive mode you've selected. Regardless of mode, there's a good amount of feedback for the
driver. Even without high-performance summer tires, the Mustang handles corners well thanks
to well-managed body roll and impressive overall stability. The speed automatic works very well
too. It picks the best gearing without seeming overly busy. You'll be comfortable for hours in
the Mustang, which is quite a feat considering how performance-focused this car is. The seats
offer great support and the cabin is fairly quiet. The V8 sounds great, which is precisely what
you'll want to hear. The climate controls are front and center, and well-placed vents evenly
distribute cooled air for front passengers. The automatic climate control rarely needs any
adjustment once set. The ventilated seats are quick to cool you down on hot days and keep you
comfy on long drives. The controls are thoughtfully placed, and there are enough adjustments
in the steering wheel and driver's seat for most owners to find a comfortable driving position.
The Mustang's doors are long, which means they're hard to open fully in a tight parking space.

Rear passengers will have a hard time stepping past the folded-forward seat when they're
squeezing into the back. Backseat space is limited even for children. Outward visibility is pretty
good, though, with relatively narrow windshield pillars and a large enough rear window for a
near-full view of what's behind you. Muscle cars don't exactly scream "high tech," but the
Mustang gets high marks for the availability of newer features. Ford's Sync interface has
top-notch voice controls, an 8-inch touchscreen, and Apple CarPlay or Android Auto
smartphone integration. The optional digital instrument panel not only looks cool, but it is
functional and is a great secondary control screen. The advanced safety features blind-spot
monitoring, lane keeping assist, etc. The forward collision warning is appropriately startling.
The adaptive cruise control executes with smooth inputs and maintains the set speeds on steep
downhills. The Mustang has a sizable lead in cargo capacity over the Camaro, but the
Challenger still has the most. The Two golf bags can fit across the back with the standard
stereo. Inside, there's just enough space for personal items but not much else. The cupholders
and door pockets are merely average. Installing a child's car seat will be tough because of the
limited backseat space and the restricted room you have to load it in. Fuel economy for the
V8-powered Mustang GT is about average for the class. We managed That explains our In the
muscle car category, pricing for the Big Three is pretty much neck and neck. Ford's basic and
powertrain warranties are also average for the class. Free scheduled maintenance is not
included with the Mustang, though you do get roadside assistance. The Mustang GT, even
without any performance options, is a hoot to drive. It's stable and fast, yet you can also make it
a tail-sliding hooligan machine if you want to. The available active exhaust adds an amazing
sound to the car and encourages you to drive it hard. It's capable of raucous performance yet
it's also a pleasant daily driver. That means it can fit your personality or mood on the fly. For the
authentic muscle car experience, we recommend the GT trim that comes with a burly V8 engine.
We also suggest sticking with the manual transmission for the full effect, even though the
Mustang is marginally quicker and more efficient with the automatic. Feature highlights include:
inch wheels Rain-sensing wipers Limited-slip rear differential Line lock locks the front wheel
brakes to allow for drag-strip burnouts Keyless entry and ignition Wi-Fi hotspot Remote
monitoring and control through a smartphone app 4. It adds: Increased power output of hp inch
wheels with performance tires Rear parking sensors alert you to obstacles that may not be
visible behind the vehicle when parking Upgraded brakes Sport suspension Shorter rear
differential gear ratio Active exhaust system Paddle shifters automatic only Unique exterior and
interior trim elements The EcoBoost Handling package can be added to the High Performance
engine option and adds: Wider wheels and tires Larger rear spoiler Torsen limited-slip
differential Adaptive suspension dampers MagneRide EcoBoost Premium Adds many
convenience, technology and comfort features, such as: inch wheels Heated mirrors Upgraded
interior materials Partial leather upholstery Dual-zone automatic climate control
Power-adjustable driver's seat 8-inch touchscreen Nine-speaker audio system Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto smartphone integration Heated and ventilated front seats Interior ambient
lighting GT The GT trim receives a 5. The GT has the same features as the standard EcoBoost
trim and further adds: inch wheels Rear parking sensors Upgraded brakes Rev-matched
downshifts manual transmission Power-adjustable driver's seat GT Premium Includes the
EcoBoost Premium features plus full leather upholstery. Both GT trims are eligible for the GT
Performance package that adds: inch wheels with performance tires Brembo brakes Sport
suspension Torsen limited-slip differential Mach 1 The new Mach 1 model increases power
output to hp. Compared to the base GT, you get: Special inch wheels with performance tires
Special active exhaust system Mach 1-specific sport suspension with adaptive dampers Mach
1-specific styling details Brembo brakes 8-inch touchscreen Digital gauge cluster display
Nine-speaker audio system Apple CarPlay and Android Auto smartphone integration Dual-zone
automatic climate control Besides several aesthetic and mechanical enhancements pulled from
the Shelby GT , you get: Upgraded features from the GT Performance package Unique active
exhaust system Digital instrument panel Cue-ball shift knob manual transmission All Mustangs
are eligible for the Ford Safe and Smart package that includes: Adaptive cruise control adjusts
speed to maintain a constant distance between the vehicle and the car in front Navigation
system Some extra features that come with the Premium trims, such as the 8-inch touchscreen,
are available on the base EcoBoost and GT trims as options. Read more. Find savings on the
Mustang for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Mustang lease offers. Sponsored cars
related to the Mustang. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Eric is the bomb. Check
your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer
quote? Pre-Collision Assist Applies the brakes and sounds an alert when it detects an
impending collision. Reverse Sensing System Provides audible alerts when reversing toward an
object behind the vehicle. Side Impact Test Good. Ford Mustang vs. Related Mustang Articles.

The Edmunds experts tested the Mustang both on the road and at the track, giving it a 7. You
probably care about Ford Mustang fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Mustang
gets an EPA-estimated 18 mpg to 24 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo
capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the
Mustang has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Ford
Mustang is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners
and reveal what it's like to live with the Mustang. Look for specific complaints that keep popping
up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Mustang's average consumer rating to that of
competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Ford Mustang is a
good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Mustang and gave it a 7. Safety scores,
fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining
whether the Mustang is a good car for you. Other versions include: EcoBoost 2dr Coupe 2. If
you're interested in the Ford Mustang, the next question is, which Mustang model is right for
you? Mustang variants include EcoBoost 2dr Coupe 2. What do people think of the Ford
Mustang? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings
and reviews for the Ford Mustang and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a
good price for a New Ford Mustang? Which Ford Mustangs are available in my area? Can't find
a new Ford Mustangs you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds?
Should I lease or buy a Ford Mustang? Check out Ford lease specials. Sign Up. Our verdict.
How does the Mustang drive? How comfortable is the Mustang? How economical is the
Mustang? Is the Mustang a good value? Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing
page 1 of Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Featured Private Seller. This beautiful
car originally came with Originally built as an The is a private sale so no sales pitches with
flowery language from dealers. The following Car starts. V6 original engine. Completely rebuilt
Mustang Convertible. New floors, new inner rockers, new exterior sh Dealership Showcased.
Gorgeous blue paint with protective clear coa New Arrival! Description Coming Soon! If you are
in the market for that special car then come to ou Nice solid Mustang, cu in , automatic
transmission, electric fan, manuals, nice interior, solid Refine Search? Also be sure to view
results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are
original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was
acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear
Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k
actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth
soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided
in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment
includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension
with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the
model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani
Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has
been freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its
original blue leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered
by a ci V8 paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas,
and was subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter.
Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers.
Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of
their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued
growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business
awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to

Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. The car is finished in Sonic Blue over Dark Charcoal and powered by a
supercharged 4. Modifications include a Steeda airbox, upgraded suspension components, and
a Bassani exhaust. The car is finished in Sonic Blue A and features Cobra-specific styling
components that consist of a deck lid spoiler as well as revised bumpers and rocker moldings.
Additional styling cues include fog lights, mesh grille inserts, hood vents, tinted windows, a
chrome Cobra bumper applique, and dual-exhaust outlets. Modifications are said to include a
rear sway bar with adjustable end links, aftermarket springs, rear wheel spacers, rear
suspension bracket braces, and subframe connectors as well as aluminum caster and camber
plates, steering rack bushings, and front sway bar brackets. The cabin features seats
upholstered in Dark Charcoal leather with Graphite inserts. Equipment includes cruise control,
air conditioning, and power windows and locks. The cabin has been modified with a Steeda
Tri-Ax shifter and a billet aluminum dress-up kit. Dynamat sound insulation has been installed
beneath the trunk carpeting. The leather-wrapped steering wheel frames a mph speedometer, an
8k-rpm tachometer, and gauges for fuel level, coolant temperature, boost pressure, and oil
pressure. The digital odometer shows just under 18k miles, approximately 16k of which were
added by the seller. The supercharged 4. Power is sent to the rear wheels through a six-speed
manual transmission and a limited-slip differential. A strut tower brace is fitted, and the
removed factory exhaust is included in the sale. The Carfax report shows no accidents or other
damage and lists history in Louisiana and Pennsylvania. You're the high bidder. Your bid has
been posted in the comment flow on the listing, and you can see other bids there as they
happen. Good luck! If you win the auction, your card will be charged for the service fee and you
pay the seller directly for the vehicle. If you don't win, your existing pre-authorization will be
released. When you bid we pre-authorize your credit card for the service fee this helps prevent
fraud. If you don't win, the pre-authorization will be released. For more info, read about our
auctions or email us with any questions. Are you sure you want to proceed? This Ford Mustang
SN95 got away, but there are more like it here. See Result. Upcoming Events Copperstate April
10 - May 21 - August 4 - 7. August 6 - 7. Current Bid: None Ends in:. List Your Car on B a T.
Advertise on BaT. You are not connected to real-time updates. Attempting to connect. Your
real-time updates could not be connected. Missed updates will be sent once your connection
has been reestablished. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦. Bid Successful Congratulations!
Confirm your bid Please address the errors below. Update Credit Card. Are you sure? Cancel
reply. Keep me in this conversation via email. Loading more commentsâ€¦. Please enable
JavaScript to engage in the discussion on this site. Confirm Your Comment Did you mean to
enter this number as a bid? If so please use the bidding box above. Post This as a Comment
Cancel. Error Posting Comment There was an error posting your comment. January 14, at PM
PT. Originally sold in as a coupe and convertible, the vehicle was available with an inline
six-cylinder engine producing hp, or a cubic inch, hp V8. Since then, the iconic fastback body
style and numerous power plant variations and trim lines have followed it through its six
generations of modified Mustangs for sale. In , the GT began production. They were delivered to
Shelby in white, ready for modification. His team of California customizers installed tuned cubic
inch V8s, tweaked to churn out hp along with other performance modifications. In , the GT
Cobra was added as a more powerful version of the pony car and was capable of pushing out
hp. A cubic inch racing engine was installed in the concept, turning out an impressive hp. In ,
the represented a special edition of the model with modified side air scoops, front architecture,
and the introduction of the cubic inch V8 with hp. The displacement of the engine was chosen
purely for homologation purposes in several racing categories. Looking forward to the fifth
generation, a tribute to the original was built from Several other option packages are available
on pony cars, such as the Mach 1 package on cars, and the GT option from Ford, which is still
offered today. In addition to its popularity on the road, the car has gained notoriety on the
screen in various roles most notably from its appearance in the Gone in 60 Seconds movies. In ,
a remake of the film was made, and a modified fastback played Eleanor with Nicholas Cage. Up
to , all cars have housed a live rear axle, a design choice regarded by many as archaic and

primitive given what European design has done to influence the market. The sixth-generation
model hints back to its ancestry in profile shape, taillights, and fascia while integrating the
modern design motifs of the brand. For those interested in purchasing a pony car, please see
our listings and the wide variety of years and trim options. Where price is not listed, please
contact the seller or one of our representatives for more information. One of the three keys
provided to owners to fire up the GT delivers a very different result. A special Track Key
activates a TracMode in the engine management system, which alters more than parameters to
provide a racecar experience. Based on the GT, the uses a new intake, revised camshafts, and
more aggressive engine software to yield hp. More than just a power upgrade, the widebody
Mustang for sale was designed to be the best-handling Stang ever. It features a thoroughly
revised and lowered suspension and electric steering system and is optionally available with a
torque-sensing limited-slip differential. Another unique feature of the used Mustangs for sale is
its quad exhaust system: Two outlets exit in the rear and two more outlets exit to either side.
These side pipes flow very little exhaust but create a lot of sounds. Shelby extreme cooling
radiator, aluminum tank, heat exchanger. Performance half shafts Pierre Ford Seattle, WA.
Performance half Visit for more photos and even custom video tours of our vehicles! We take
trade-ins! We can help arrange financing and nationwide shipping! Scottsdale Ferrari. This
limited Odometer is miles below market average! This GT is 1 out of in this color and 1 of 2,
examples produced in The Night Mist Blue with White No listings found! Widen search by
de-selecting one or more search filter items. Register an account to save your searches for
more than 30 days. Call for price 0 Miles. Pierre Ford Seattle, WA Owner Scottsdale Ferrari X
Success Your e-mail has been sent. You will be sent a copy of this email to the email address
you provided. Make Ford show more show less. Model Mustang show more show less. All New
Used Mustang Brewster Town Car 1. Bronco Country Squire 1. Crestline 1. Crown Victoria 5.
Custom Deluxe 9. Edge 6. Edsel 2. Escort 1. E-Series Excursion 2. Expedition Explorer F-1 F F
Raptor F Shelby 3. F 2. Fairlane Fairlane 2. Falcon 2. Fire Truck 1. F-Series 2. Galaxie G
jeep grand cherokee srt8 2007
toyota tundra knock sensor location
bell bell buick gmc
ran Torino 2. GT GT 40 2. Hi Boy 3. Model 68 1. Model A Model B 1. Model T 4. Mustang Boss 9.
Mustang Cobra 7. Mustang Cobra Jet 2. Mustang GT Mustang Mach 1 Mustang Mach-E 5.
Mustang Roush 5. Mustang Saleen 9. Mustang Shelby GT Mustang Shelby GTR 8. Mustang
Shelby GT-H Mustang Shelby Super Snake N-Series 1. Panel Delivery 1. Phaeton 5. Pickup 2.
Ranchero 1. Ranger Roadster 5. RS 1. Sedan 1. Slantback 1. Standard 2. Starliner 1. Street Rod
Super Deluxe 5. Talladega 1. Thunderbird Torino Tractor 1. Transit Tudor 3. Type 65 Coupe 2.
Victoria 1. Woody 4. Beige 1. Black Blue Gold 4. Gray Green Grey Orange 9. Other Red Silver
White Yellow Dealer Private Saved Searches. ZIP Code. Mustang in Tampa. Mustang in St.
Mustang in Greensboro. Mustang in Columbus. Mustang in Scottsdale. Mustang in Los Angeles.
Mustang in Chicago. Mustang in New York. Mustang in Seattle. Mustang in Cincinnati. Mustang
in Jacksonville. Mustang in Philadelphia. Mustang in Cleveland. Mustang in Phoenix. Mustang in
Miami.

